Minutes from TRECVID 2009 Event Detection Planning Telegraph
February 26, 2009

Attendees:
Jon Fiscus, Paul Over, Martial Michel, Travis Rose, NIST
Ming Yang, NEC
Mert Dikmen, UIUC
Heather Simpson, LDC

Next telecon:
Thursday, March 12 at 11:00 am Eastern Time.

Discussion of ElevatorNoEntry and TakePicture events.
Decision: Keep all 10 events.

Action item: poll the email list to determine which events participants are interested in, how many should be
the required minimum, and to find out which groups are building systems to detect the required events vs.
freestyle analysis.

Discussion of new data. There was no objection to using the iLIDS MCTTR data (~44 camera hours) as this
year's evaluation test set.

Action item: NIST will post instructions to email list / website for obtaining the new data.